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When we rescue animals from shelters, most of the

time their stories and backgrounds are unknown.  This

leaves us with the task of evaluating each animal in

regards to: temperament, love of kids and other ani-

mals, likes/dislikes and fears.  We do this to ensure we

provide the animal with a home they will thrive in and

so the adoptive family won’t tear their hair out.  (At

least not too much.)  

Some of these animals are so scared around their new

surroundings it is difficult to make a true assessment.

For most of us it takes awhile to read an animal but

some people seem to have a knack for it.  Mikey

Thompson and Sheri Noah seem to truly understand

dogs and have helped us so much assessing the dogs

we intake.  We were so fortunate to have Mikey and

Sheri help us with the Hurricane Katrina rescue and

that they have continued to help HOPE ever since.  As

some of our readers already know, Mikey passed away

in April. (Please see more on Mikey on page 5, we will

dearly miss her.)

When we make great assessments and find great

homes, animals just seem to blossom.  Sometimes it

takes years, other times it takes days or hours. Lenny

was one of those dogs that was in severe distress after

arriving from Hurricane Katrina. He was clearly in

mourning and had no real desire to live. Medically he

was in pretty decent shape but emotionally he was lost

and depressed. Mikey was his shining star and provid-

ed hope that life could once again be worth living. Two

months into his recovery, Mikey adopted him into her

family and the change in Lenny over the next few

months was profound. He was finally safe and loved

again and became somewhat of a poster child for res-

cue. He has a regular reading schedule with children,

visits nursing homes and schools, and is a good citizen

and obedience graduate. He certainly had a great per-

sonality to start with, but it took Mikey to coax it out of

hiding.

Hydro came to us from a high-kill shelter in Kentucky.

When Sam Kupper learned that Hydro would be euth-

anized if he were not moved out of the shelter, she rep-

resented HOPE in getting him to Wisconsin.  As you

may remember from the April newsletter, Hydro came

to us with heartworm, various infections, a bad hip and

pellet wounds.  Karen & Ed Hermansen fostered Hydro

and helped him through the medical issues in a loving,

caring environment.  Through all the medical treat-

ments, Hydro remained a happy, friendly canine.

Thanks to Karen & Ed’s effort, Hydro was well enough

to be adopted by Lisa and her family.  Unfortunately,

Hydro took a turn for the worst and was diagnosed

with brain cancer that ultimately took his life.  Lisa and

family decided to start a fundraiser in his name to cel-

ebrate this wonderful animal and to benefit HOPE.  We

just finished the sixth annual Hydropawlooza. 

We have also had several cats that have come to us

very scared and misunderstood.  Some are extremely

shy or have medical or temperament issues.  With time

and patience, most of these cats come out of their shell

and live wonderful lives.

Reggie came to us as one of the Hurricane Katrina res-

cues. It was disheartening to learn this sweet and love-

able boy was diagnosed as FIV positive.  It would make

him very difficult to place.  After the temporary shelter

at Aldi’s closed, Reggie was moved to HOPE.  To make

sure he would not infect other cats, even though this

would be a rarity, he was placed in a separate area of

the basement.  While we knew Reggie was safe, we

lamented such a dreary place for him to live.

Some months later another feline came to our atten-

tion that needed rescue. Staff of North Shore Animal

Hospital arrived at work one day to find a cat in a car-

rier at the back door of the clinic. The name Douglas

seemed appropriate, as that is the street where North

Shore Animal Hospital does business. It was

(Continued on page 9)
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PLEASE NOTIFY US OF ANY CHANGES:  If you are moving or have changes to
your phone number or email address, please contact the o�ce.  We want to make sure you
continue to receive our newsletter and are noti�ed of any new happenings at HOPE.

VISIT US ON

https://www.facebook.com/hope.safehouse

Printers ~ Minuteman Press Printing,
      Racine, WI
Labeling & Mailing ~
                 Bruce & Suzanne Sargent

Thank you to Abbott Laboratories Employee Giving Campaign and the following employees: Valerie Aldrich and

Mary Ustymowicz.

Thank you to AT&T Employee Giving Campaign and the following employee: Pamela Durrah.

Thank you to the Aurora Health Care Employee Partnership and the following employees: Theresa Acherman,

Lynn Bever, Kiri Bornhofer, Karen DeRath, Erika Karlson-Sherf, Barbara Kimball, Allan Loeb, Victoria Minturn,

Carol Nolte, Judith Zutell, Rebecca DeGroot, Sandra Duda and Wendy Jaeger. We would also like to thank

those that gave to HOPE anonymously.

Thank you to Bank of America Employee Giving Campaign and those employees

that gave anonymously.

Thank you to the Danish Sisterlodge #20 of Kenosha for making a donation to HOPE.

Thank you to David Kristiansen for taking his 7th Birthday Party and asked for dona-

tions to HOPE instead of gifts for himself.  We really appreciate David’s generosity. 

Thank you to Caledonia Veterinary Clinic, Dover Flag & Map, For Pets Sake Veterinary

Services, Havahart, Northshore Animal Hospital, Petco, Pet Supplies Plus, Sportland and

Woofdorf Astoria for continuing to allow us to have a donation jar at their locations.  The extra

change really adds up.  Thank you to everyone who donated their change.

Thank you to PayPal Giving Fund and those that used the eBay Give at Checkout to donate to HOPE.

Thank you to SC Johnson ‘Dollars for Doers’ and the following employee: Kathy Garski.

Thank you to the following people who paid part of our veterinary bills: Stuart Ball & Luann Simpson.  We always appre-

ciate the help with our bills.

Thank you to Kaye-Eileen Willard you donated the balance of “Amelia’s” Doggie Day Care hours at Woofdorf-Astoria Dog

Hotel & Day Spa.  Our condolences go to Kaye-Eileen on the loss of  “Amelia”.
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Belinda Sauro
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Hi Lynn

We got great news today at the
vet....Cocoa aka Stuffing is heartworm
negative! We are very happy to put that
part of her life behind us. She is enjoy-
ing playing in the snow and going for
long walks...all things she couldn’t do
last year because she was going
through heartworm treatment. It’s hard
to believe she has been with us a year.
She is doing very well and loves hugs,
belly rubs and kisses. We can’t imag-
ine life
without
her!

Kim
and
family

Gilley and Roarke (Monte and
Monroe)

Heidi Jahn

Cash’s
graduation

Geri Ryan

Hi, 

In July of 2007 we adopted 6-month-
old “Lizzie”, we re-named her Cali.

Cali started to throw up on Sunday,
first thing on Monday morning I took
her to the vet.  After a number of tests
and procedures it was decided
exploratory surgery was immediately
needed and it found her Gallbladder
had ruptured.  After 4 days in the

hospital, she was not getting any better,
still hadn’t eaten and was falling into
depression.  She was used to sleeping
with us and I was home all the time so
her anxiety was uncontrollable.  We
decided that it was time for her to
come home and spend what might be
her last days at home, with people who
love her so much.

A few days later we brought her back
to the hospital, as were seeing things
were getting worse.  The blood work
showed the toxins were just too much
and they were not clearing up.  We
took her home for one final night.  The
next afternoon we decided that it was
not longer fair to watch her suffer.
This was a huge loss for us but we
know she is no longer in pain.

We are happy that we got to spend 9
years with this sweet girl that had
come to you from New Orleans.

Here is a picture of her from last
Summer/Fall.
Such a GREAT
dog!

Thanks for
helping us
give her a
loving home!

The McKee
Family

We take the dogs to our office with us
every day.  When they’re not playing,
this is what they do.  Jax is a pretty
happy guy.

Thanks again for everything.

All is well with Jax.  Surgery didn’t
faze him, he just wants to know when
he can jet through the yard after a ball
again.  He’s a super sweet, happy guy,
and he was meant to be with us.

Thanks for everything.

Judy Olsen

Hi - We adopted Chubbs from you just
less than 6 years ago.  This last
Tuesday, he passed away. He had a
large tumor in his abdomen.  He was
well loved and is deeply missed.

Shelia
Jentsch

Attached is a picture of Ellie Mae, 14
yr old German Shepherd, crossed the
bridge
4/4/16.

Suzanne
Hall

Sassy is exactly what her name
is...Sassy! She is healthy and happy
and Queen of the living room window
(3rd floor) keeping watch on the corner
of Lake and State and every Tern or
Canada Goose who fly past ‘her’
windows! She has such a sweet
personality and knows just when to
cuddle, so she has spent time with
friends whose cat died or they had to
put their dog down. Sassy in a thunder
shirt is something to behold.

Patti Hill

(Continued on page 8)
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Hydropawlooza THank you

Thank you to everyone who made Hydropawlooza a success.  We would
like to thank Route 20 Outhouse for letting us host the event and all their
help before and during Hydropawlooza.  A huge thank you to Sarah Hempel
for organizing this event, she is a force to be reckoned with.

We would also like to thank Bella Cain for performing.

A big thank you to the following supporters of this event:  Ralph Malcki &
Malicki’s Piggly Wiggly, Northshore Animal Hospital, Woofdorf Astoria, DQ,
Red Rebel, Sebastian’s, Caledonia Veterinary Clinic, Perfectturf Lawn
Care, Waggin Tails Dog Training and J&N Ultra Tan.

A special thank you to Root River Rollers for selling Jello-O shots.  We
hope you have  a great season.

Of course the evening would not be a success without our volunteers and
the generous support of those who attended.  We hope to see you next
year.

We lost a valuable HOPE volunteer, Mikey
Thompson, in April.  Words can’t express
how we loved Mikey and the loss we feel at
her passing.  Desiree Davis posted a lovely
tribute to Mikey on Facebook and we
would like to share it with you.

Today we say good-bye to one of the most
pure of heart, kindest, most selfless, gener-
ous, creative, hardworking people that has
walked this earth.  Anyone who knew
Mikey Thompson loved her.  There wasn’t a
mean bone in her body, unless you harmed
a child or an animal.  There are many who
could call her friend.  You seldom saw
Mikey when you didn’t also see Sherri; they
were joined at the hip.  They met volunteer-
ing for HOPE Safehouse after the Katrina
disaster, and then worked together with
Laura Colquitt as assistants in her obedi-
ence class.  They had dogs they both res-
cued at the same from Katrina, Mikey
adopted Lenny and Sherri adopted Lady.
They went on to do Therapy work together
going to nursing homes and hospitals and
the Reading Program at the library.  They
were a huge part of Laura’s Drill Team, the
Dog Goners.  They soon joined the Greater
Racine Kennel Club together deciding that
maybe they would like to compete, and
compete they did.  Mikey was voted the
Most Valuable Member last year, a much
deserved acknowledgement of her dedica-
tion and assistance to the club.  Mikey was
extremely talented and creative.  She could
sew absolutely anything.  She created back
packs that our Drill Team wore, and made
all of the costumes for the skits we did for
the children in the schools and libraries.
The thing she loved most was to create
beds and toys out of fleece for dogs.  She
would have loved to give them all away.
She donated many items for the rescue
dogs at HOPE where she gave her time tire-
lessly.  She and Sherri were the Obedience
Consultants together there as well.  Mikey
was also married to her husband Michael
for 42 years, together they had a son and
daughter, 8 grandchildren, two other dogs
and pets, whom they loved very much.
Mikey will be greatly missed by the entire
dog community.  The world is a little less
sunny since you took your smile with you
Mikey, we will miss you terribly my true
friend.



Pets People
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“Bella” ~ beloved pet of Steve & Sue
Leger ~ CCP

“Belle” ~ beloved canine of Wendy &
Harry Jacobsen ~ Sandra Knorr

“Bowie” ~ wonderful therapy dog & loyal
friend of Karen & Ed Hermansen

“Bowie” ~ beloved canine of Karen & Ed
Hermansen ~ Dorothy & Joseph Welsh

“Buddy” ~ beloved canine of Connie &
Paul Eberly ~ Julie, Anne & Bob
Herman

“Buddy” ~ beloved canine of Connie &
Paul Eberly ~ Richard & Barbara
Chambers

“Casey” ~ beloved feline of  Debra Kane
& Family ~Emma DeRosa

“Emma” ~ beloved canine of Mike &
Terri Driscoll ~ Stephanie & Edward
Lazzeroni

“Friday” ~ beloved canine of Amanda
Cadman ~ Mike & Nancy Cadman

“Indy” ~ beloved pet of Michelle & Jon
Perri

“Joey” ~ beloved canine of Sue & Hugh
Stanzil

“Lilly” ~ beloved feline of Mary Lou
Vandenburg

“Midas” ~ beloved canine of Curt &
Susie Cimbalnik ~ Margaret & Matthew
Suprak

“Missy Bear” ~ beloved canine of Al &
Lynn Frischmann

“Sadie” ~ beloved feline of Karen Flatley
“Sydney” ~ beloved canine of Jim & Jane

Peterson ~ Jane & Ron Hitzelberger
“Tilly” ~ beloved feline of Karen Flatley
“Tucker” ~ beloved Springer Spaniel of

Sue Gabbey ~ Barb & Dick Chambers

In Memory of Jerry Alby
Nancy Spohn

In Memory of Mary Bruce Allan
Jessie & William Zamecnik

In Memory of Louis Coddington
Susan Coddington

In Memory of Eileen Cook
Carol Ohde

In Memory of Sarah Davig
Sharon Davig

In Memory of Bobbi Domer
Margaret Henze

In Memory of Laura Doperalski
Thomas & Ann Davis

In Memory of Daniel Finkenbine
Patrick & Melinda Flynn
Fawn & Wendell Funderburg
Phil & Sandy Harris
Gary & Susan Sorensen
Eileen & Robert Teska

In Memory of Gregory Glynn
Kathlyn Hallinan

In Memory of Gordon Hansen
Kristine Kajtna

In Memory of Gwendolyn Kaiser
Kathy & Christopher Emper

In Memory of Florence
Klawinsky
Laurie Giese

In Memory of Neal Larsen
Jodi Paragamian

In Memory of Marion Mahaffy
Mary Roszkowski

In Memory of the Maldgaards
Lee Pullen

In Memory of Mr. Mitchel
Jane & Ron Hitzelberger

In Memory of Beatrice Meyers
Elaine McLaren
Shirley Meyer

In Memory of Trixie Neuendorf
Christine Neuendorf

In Memory of Steve Rovinski
Deb Beaty

In Memory of Doris Seeger
Sandra Knorr

(Continued on page 7)

ADOPTED!
“Curly” – Ara DiMiceli & Jesse Mix

“Dingy” – Karen Staley

“Hasbro” – Michael & Katherine

Jonsson

“Jarhead” – Amanda & Daryl Clausen

“Lowgan” – Ruth & Jesse DeGroat

“Midnight” – Karen Staley

“Olivea” – Dennis Slater

“Olli” – Mark Hendricks

“Oreeyo” – Janet & James Pederson

“Raider” – Scott & Katherine

Dunkerson

“Sal” – Patricia Kaiser

“Sayge” – Harold & Ramona Oertel

“Texan” – Charles & Pamela Umhoefer

“Woodie” – Dennis Slater

IN HONOR OF...
Our condolences go to the
following:

Suzanne Hall  on the loss of  her German

Shepard, “Ellie Mae” in May 2016.

Suzanne Hall  on the loss of  her Doxie,

“Jack” in May 2016.

Suzanne Hall  on the loss of  her Poodle

Mix, “Seymour” in May 2016.

Ray & Betty Kading on the loss of their

bird, “Petei” in May 2016.

Sue Lancour on the loss of her feline,

“Linus” in October 2015.

Debbie, Jerry & Tyler Prucha  on the loss

of  their canine, “Tara” in March 2016.

Sadly, some of our adoptees have

crossed over the Rainbow Bridge.   May

they wear their silver wings with pride.

“Addison” canine adopted 5/10/07 by

Suzanne Hall

“Andretti” canine adopted 1/20/04 by Mark

& Nancy Wanggaard

“Aristotle” canine adopted  5/22/07 by Jan

Sadlon

“Autumn” feline adopted 11/15/00 by

Mary Schroeder

“Baretta” canine adopted 1/19/04 by Lorie

& Kevin Giese

“Butkus” (aka “Bruno”) canine adopted

2/10/01 by Margaret & Donald Tuscany

“Chubbs” canine adopted  7/1/10 by Sheila

& James Jentsch

“Couper” canine adopted 5/6/13 by Allie

Binzak

“Jacki” canine adopted 8/3/15 by Harold &

Ramona Oertel

“Lizzy” canine adopted 7/5/07 by Barbara

& Daniel McKee

“Nayia” canine adopted 11/18/05 by Gloria

Mandli

“Orion” (aka “Teddy”) canine adopted

2/9/01 by Margaret & Donald Tuscany

“Patsy” canine adopted 5/22/07 by Jan

Sadlon

“Rainbow” feline adopted 7/21/00 by

Catherine McMullen

“Ruston” canine adopted 11/23/08 by Jay

Evinic

“Shelliac” canine adopted 8/9/01 by Mark

& Karen Brenneman

“Slim” canine adopted 5/5/11 by Richard

Cheaney

“Trinity” canine adopted 5/26/01 by

Suzanne Hall
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Mike & Sue Balcerek
Kris & Paul Cook
Erika Lee Gosker
Wendy Gosker
Sherry & Gary Horton
Don and Sharon Johnson
David Misun
James and Jean Mohrhauser
Nancy Nelson
Marlene Perkins
Runzheimer International
Robert & Viola Schmidt
Jane Simons
Sharon & Robert Trussell
         

Eunice Beckendorf

Barbara Bednar

Sue & Bud Causey

Richard & Barbara Chambers

Mark & Nora DeKeuster

Mary Fenske

Karen Flatley

Margaret Fohr

Robert & Mary Johnson

Kristine Kajtna

Lendra Kallas

Kim Kass

Tracey Kiser

Cris Kramschuster

Connie Kuzel

Jo Anne Labre

Ronald Larson

Katie Maes

Lisa Mahoney

Sue Marshall

Anthony & Kathleen Mattson

Catherine McMullen

Marilyn Michna

Pamela & Gregory Mross

Karen Murillo

Edward & Harriet Newman

John & Vickie Oberst

Gwen & David O’Cull

Lani Orloff

Donna Osgood

Aaron & Sandra Perona

Michelle & Jon Perri

Putzmeister

Donna Sadlon

Marie Sands

Jackie & Christine Snider

Jeff & Jane Uecker

Sarah Zupke

Congratulations to Ralph Malicki!
Ralph Malicki of Piggly Wiggly on Washington Avenue won the Human Services Award presented

by the Volunteer Center of Racine County Inc., sponsored by the Racine Dominicans.  While

Ralph is being recognized for all his community outreach work, including the number of boards

he is actively on, HOPE would like to extend a personal thank you for all the work he does for our

organization.

Next time you’re at Piggly Wiggly, congratulate Ralph and thank him for all the work he does!

CONGRATuLATIONS TO THE 2016 RAFFLE WINNERS!
$1,000 winner: Heather Jirgensen  •   $500 winner: Terry Maier

$250 winner: Jean Nelson  •  $50 winner: Richard Garski

Thank you to everyone who supported HOPE through the purchase of raffle tickets.
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~ For many of us, with summer comes lawn care - and for some of us, lawn care means
battling those dead yellow spots where our dog pees.  Why is this happening and what
can we do about it?

The yellow spots are caused by the nitrogen in dog urine. A little nitrogen, like in lawn
fertilizer, is good for grass but an excess causes damage.  So, preventing the yellow
spots involves trying to reduce the amount of nitrogen coming into contact with the
grass. Try some of the following this summer to green up your lawn:

Stressed lawns and over-fertilized lawns are more susceptible to spots so keep your
lawn healthy and watered but go easy on the fertilizer.  

Dogs who squat and pee all in one place are more apt to leave spots.  Train those dog
to urinate in a less visible area of the lawn or on a non-turf area like mulch or gravel.

Feed your dogs high quality food that does not exceed their protein requirement (more
protein = more nitrogen) and encourage them to drink more water to dilute their urine.

After your dog urinates, saturate the area with water to dilute the nitrogen on the
grass.

Replant your lawn with more urine-resistant grasses like perennial ryes and fescues.

There are products that can be applied to the lawn to neutralize pet urine but read
labels and consider the environmental impact first.

Consider canine food additives or supplements to control the problem but only after
consultation with your vet because many of these options may have detrimental or
other unintended health consequences.

Mike & Sue Balcerek

Kris & Paul Cook

Paul & Kathy Ginther

Erika Lee Gosker

Wendy Gosker

Sherry & Gary Horton

Don and Sharon Johnson

David Misun

James and Jean Mohrhauser

Nancy Nelson

Gerald & Marlene Nievin

Marlene Perkins

Runzheimer International

Robert & Viola Schmidt

Jane Sumons

Sharon & Robert Trussell

(Continued from page 6)
In Memory of Kathryn Skow
Laurie Giese

In Memory of Dorothy Smalancke
Linda Duvall
Andrea & Jonathan Foley

In Memory of Diane Snyder
Lee Pullen

In Memory of Susan Stewart
Margaret Henze

In Memory of Michael ‘Mikey’
Thompson
JJ Austin
Greater Racine Kennel Club
Karen & Edward Hermansen
Edwin & Patti Jirgensen
Sandra Knorr
Robert & Patricia McKee
Barbara Nolte
Sue Olsen
Jerome & Deborah Prucha
Bruce & Suzanne Sargent
Sue Vyvyan

Pets People
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(Continued from page 4)

Hi,

Murry and Fayth are great.  They are
our babies and we love them so much.

Murry likes cuddling, eating tomatoes,
playing and tearing up carpet and furni-
ture (bad kitty).  We love him regard-
less.  He is just the sweetest, melt in
your arms and your heart cat.

Fayth is Miss Independent but also
loves lots of attention and when she
wants attention she definitely demands
it.  She loves playing with the laser pen
and giving kisses. She is very different
from her brother and leaves the furni-
ture alone.

I have had cats my whole life but these
two were the first for my husband and
he has absolutely fallen in love with
them and can’t image life without them.

Thank you for helping these wonderful
animals find loving and caring homes.

Thanks,
Jenny and Brian Marcinkowski

Dear HOPE Safehouse,

It is hard to believe that just 15 years
ago our family adopted two rescue pup-
pies, Teddy “Orion” and Bruno
“Butkus”.  Our two pups came from a
litter of 10, rescued from the Chicago
area.  The joy and enrichment our
beloved pets brought to our lives was
immeasurable.  Sadly, Teddy and Bruno
are no longer with us.  We lost Teddy 2
years ago at the age of 13 and Bruno
this past February at the age of 15.

We will find solace envisioning Bruno

reunited with this brother and the two
romping together once more.

Thank you HOPE and your dedicated
staff for providing shelter and finding
good homes for rescue animals.

Don, Peg & Nick Tuscany

“Ginger” (aka “Rainbow”) passed
away last year at 14 years of age.  You
were so kind to let me adopt her.  Her
Mom was “Zodiac”, she had 5 gray
tiger brothers but she was a calico like
her Mom.

“Mohawk” my 10-year-old grey boy
misses her also.  He keeps looking from
the living room to the kitchen, so I feel
she is still with us.

Again, thank you all so much for all
you do…  you are appreciated.

Cathy McMullen

Daisy Mae is still with us in SC, she is
blind, but still finds her way to the litter
box and food. When we lived in
Tennessee before moving here, I rescued
a 3-week-old kitten. He’s now 2 1/2.

Dawn Kothe

HOPE Staff & Volunteers,

Thank you for all that you do to help
innocent animals.  You are appreciated!

Jennifer Cummingham

This is Nudge new name Jade. She is a
Good girl thank you so much.  

Wendy and Brian Walters

Dear Lynn,

Crystal is doing well after living with
us for a month.  She is not as scared of
every noise and her scratching has
decreased.

We go on daily walks and sometimes to
the dog park.  Dog obedience classes
are going fine, she wants to be friends
with everyone so she isn’t too keen on
listening to me.  We are gradually get-
ting there, thanks to good treats.

I am happy Crystal is my dog.  She is so
sweet.

Jane DePelecyn

In Honor of...

All animals – Larry & Mary Ann
Getche

“Farrah” – Beloved canine-
Margaret Gebhard

“Sasha” – Beloved canine-
Margaret Gebhard

It is with sad hearts that we

report Lois Randazzo passed

away in January.  Lois & her

husband, Jeff, adopted Annie

the coonhound.  Lois was a

great supporter of HOPE

and will be missed.
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Janis Allan

Marilyn Andersen

Margaret Bauman

Betty Beadles

Denise Beaudin

Lilah Behrends

Judy Burton

Richard & Barbara Chambers

Valerie Cherchian

Jerome Chingo-Harris

Joy Collura

David & Kimberly Cutts

Ruth DeGroat

Nancy & Russell Draeger

Lee Erickson

Jennifer Evans

Thomas Fiser

Karen Flatley

Thomas & Cheryl Foley

Sherry & Thomas Frayer

Deborah Gault

Nancy Gorenc

Stuart Hansen & Erica Eddy

Lawrence & Elizabeth Harrer

Sue Hendricks

Carolyn Hogan

Pamela Jobson

Leandra Kallas

Mark & Julie Kilmer

Jenna Kuhn

Christine Leto & Amy Slye

Scott & Patti Lojeski

Dennis & Christine Long

Lisa Mahoney

Cheryl Mazmanian

JoAnn Neville

Scott Obernberger

John & Vickie Oberst

Gwen & David O’Cull

Monica Oess

Phil & Patti Ontko

Janice & Gus Petrakis

Richard Ruston

John & Deborah Salbreiter

Barry & Nancy Sanders

Marie Sands

Craig Sazama

Marlene Schueppler

Ronald Seeger

Betty Shepherd

Jackie & Christine Snider

Deborah Starnes

John & Helen Therkelsen

Michael & Linda Tinholt

Richard Vallee

Alfredo Vargas

Wayne & Patricia Walczak

Sarah Zupke

DONATORS

(Continued from page 1)

discovered pretty quickly that he did not like or trust

people and was quick to growl and swat.  After attack-

ing a large dog at the shelter, Douglas was sent to live in

the basement with Reggie. We knew he would be diffi-

cult to place if we couldn’t get him to trust us. Enter

sweet Reggie. Living in the basement together, some of

the sweetness of Reggie started to rub off on Douglas,

and they became friends.   

Reggie became the first foster cat at Dover Flag & Map.

He tried to convince the humans to bring his buddy

Douglas to live with him.  Jo Labre knew firsthand how

cranky Douglas could be, but Reggie was persistent.

With time and lots of patience, Douglas settled in. He

began to trust people and as long as he was with Reggie,

life was good. One year later, Julie came to visit after

seeing the listing on Petfinder. She visited several times

and ended up adopting both cats. Julie could not believe

that her “Snuggy Dougy” was ever the snarly biting cat

we described. Sadly, Julie reports that Douglas has

recently crossed the Rainbow Bridge.

We have so many happy stories from those that help

these animals, we can’t list them all but a huge thank

you goes to those that help assess, foster and adopt our

animals.  You make their lives so much better and let

their true personalities shine.

We would like to thank Phil & Patti Ontko for involving us

in the 14th Annual HOPE Safehouse Match Game

Tournament. Thank you to Phil Ontko and Alan Blome for

setting everything up and Rich Wonders for being a won-

derful host for this year’s tournament at Hillside Lanes. 

Congratulations to the following people for taking 1st

place in their divisions!:
Lauren Fischer
Shaunte Stills

Tim Ruelle
John Brooks

Thank you to all of the bowlers and friends for all of the

wonderful donations! The following people donated their

prize money: Patrick McNally, Ron Kuchenbecker, Frank

Michalowski, Dave Cichanofsky and Karen Vasey and

Christina Horvath for donating directly to HOPE.  

As always we thank our volunteers who enable us to have

successful fundraisers.  Samantha Kupper who made all

the contacts, put together all the prizes and spent many

hours at the bowling alley along with Mo.  Kathy Ginther,

Jane DePelecyn, Nancy Harrington, Brittany DuPuis,

Tonya DuPuis, Josh Shumate, Nancy & Mark Wanggaard,

Debbie Kirchmeier, Linda Borneman, Beth & Jeremy

Stoyer, Ginger Geer-Valentia, Karen Hermansen & Jolie,

Samantha Young, Tina Anchondo and the fosters who

brought their charges: Eunice & Takeela, Cindy & Cheri,

Allie & Sky, Melissa & H and Denise & Rudi.

Thank you to Collen Stoneburner for donating the 7 day/

6 night Disney Resort stay for our big raffle prize.

Congratulations to Patti Onktko on winning the Disney

vacation.  Congratulations to the other raffle winners:

Denise Beaudin (who one more than one prize) and Sue

Daschner.

We wish everyone a wonderful summer and happy bowl-

ing in Fall.

Join us at George’s (1201 N Main) for the

2nd annual Jubilee benefiting HOPE.

The event will be held Sunday, August 28.

Check our website for more information.



H.O.P.E. Safehouse
  1911 Taylor Avenue
  Racine, WI 53403

262.634.4571
www.hopesafehouse.org

Yes I would like to help HOPE Safehouse save more animals!

Enclosed is my total contribution of $_________________________ to be used as follows:

$______DONATION
$______IN MEMORY/HONOR(Circle one) OF _______________________human/dog/cat/other (Circle one)
(Please include name & address of bereaved family or honored person/group in the space below * so an acknowledgment may be sent)

All memberships include a subscription to the quarterly newsletter   and a 5% discount on HOPE merchandise.
YEARLY MEMBERSHIP GIFT MEMBERSHIP
___$10 Individual ___$25 Family $25 or greater gift membership
___$100 Patron ___$500 Sponsor Buy a 1 year gift membership for a friend
___$1000 Lifetime ___$2000 Benefactor and you receive a HOPE T-shirt

$______Other Please mark the size we should send to you
___S___M___L___XL___2X___3X___4X

Please print your name & address: Please print name & address of recipients of gift or bereaved:

Name:___________________________ * Name:_________________________
Address:_________________________ Address:_________________________
City/State/Zip:_____________________ City/State/Zip:_____________________
Phone:___________________________ Phone:___________________________
email:____________________________ email:____________________________

ALL MEMBERSHIPS ARE DUE FEBRUARY 14




